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Welcome to the SENSEable City Lab 
– a cutting–edge multidisciplinary 
research group that studies the 
interface between cities, people, and 
technologies and investigates how 
the ubiquity of digital devices and the 
various telecommunication networks 
that augment our cities, are impacting 
urban living. With an overall goal 
of anticipating future trends, we 
bring together researchers from 
over a dozen academic disciplines 
to work on groundbreaking 
ideas and innovative real–world 
demonstrations. 

Each academic year, the SENSEable 
City Lab invites students at 
the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology to participate in the 
Digital City Design Workshop. The 
workshop seeks to provide pragmatic, 
technological solutions that address 
a key concern of urban living. 
The SENSEable City Guide series 
showcases this research which is 
undertaken in partnership with cities 
from across the world. 

SENSEable CITY GUIDE
WORLD MAP

SENSEable CITY LAB – MIT – BOSTON
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Quito
Introduction

At its peak, old Mariscal Sucre 
International Airport connected Quito 
to the world—with non-stop flights 
bound to the great cities of Latin 
America, north to the United States 
and across the Atlantic to Amsterdam, 
Madrid, Paris and London. With the 
city, and the airport, situated in a 
long valley in the Andes Mountains, 
travelers often remembered the steep 
take-offs from and landings to the 
runways of Mariscal Sucre. Despite its 
prominence, at 7:00 pm on February 
19, 2013, the last flight took off for 
Guayaquil and the airport closed. 

Today, the airport has become Parque 
Bicentenario. With its 125 hectares, 
it is the largest green space in the 
city. Yet, the airport bears much 
resemblance to how it looked in 2013. 
The park, while popular with many 
citizens, is a hodgepodge collection 
of amenities and historic aviation 
ruins. On the south side of the park 
are a collection of playgrounds and 
ball fields. A mile away to the north is 
an aviation museum dedicated to the 
Ecuadorian Air Force in an old hangar 
and a remote controlled car race track 
on the old runway apron. Flanking 
one side of the airport is the existing 
terminal building left underutilized, 
with a circus school flanking the other. 
Runway markings on the meters-thick 
asphault noting the paths for jets are 
painted next to those to restrooms 
and playgrounds. The main identifying 
quality of the park—its immense 
scale as an old airport—is the same 
that gives it a confusing, jumbled 
character as a recreational area today. 

Visions of a grand development have 
come and gone, each imagining 
ways to reconnect the park with 
the rest of the city, especially as the 
city strains with increased sprawl 
and traffic. Certainly, a massive 
piece of land like Bicentenario could 
be a new anchor for the northern 

stretches of Quito. With the Metro 
slated for development, this site will 
soon be connected with the rest of 
the city. Bicentenario will certainly 
become an enviable location to live, 
work and play. Here, however, is a 
potential point of departure (pun 
intended) from the failed path of 
Bilbao-imitators with their expensive 
white elephant developments: 
could technology create a virtual 
identity for Parque Bicentenario 
that resonates in both Quito and 
globally? In other words, could digital 
technology physically and digitally 
bridge its physical distances (both 
within the park and to the city as a 
whole) and offering opportunities 
for the repurposing of this site? 

The projects presented here resove 
this question in various ways. Some 
considered the insurmountable task 
of physically moving around the site, 
imagining opportunities availed by 
autonomous vehicles and on-demand, 
self-driving cars. Others considered 
the opposite approach by creating 
a constellation of unique, digitally-
mediated places specific to their 
context within the airport. Another 
considered how technology could 
digitally stitch the formal and informal 
activities across the site to generate 
a site-wide identity and economy. 
Together, the ensemble of projects 
were explorations into the creation of 
place and interaction that diffused the 
physically and spiritual boundaries 
of the park; they resonate with the 
sites’ history of transportation and 
create a new canvas for innovation. 

We thank the City of Quito’s 
Office of the Mayor for its support 
and assistance throughout this 
workshop. In particular, we offer 
our sincerest gratitude to the 
Office of Urban Mechanics and 
the Planning Secretariat for their 
friendship and guidance.
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14 PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

Imagine a collaborative work 
environment that spans across the 
entire city! Yet seamless, physical 
meeting and chance encounters 
usually require concentrated centers 
of activity to spontaneously happen. 
By integrating digital space with 
physical, productive space, this 
intensive collaborative environment 
can be accessible across an entire 
landscape and eventually an  
entire city. 

A simple digital infrastructure 
coupled with a landscape of self-
driving mobile units and hubs 
improves upon the coworking 
model. Instead of a centralized office 
building or downtown, the landscape 
model of coworking space creates 
both seamless, hyper-focused work 
flows but also room for unexpected 
encounters. This combination 
fosters an environment of dynamic, 
temporary project-oriented startups, 
the seed for massive innovation. 

The benefits of working in close, 
physical proximity to other 
innovative, creative thinkers are 
endless. As Christian Catalini writes 
in his paper on microgeography, 
“random versus chosen co-
location leads to higher levels of 
experimentation, and has a positive 
impact on breakthrough ideas for 
collaborations.” 1

Balancing on-demand, hyper-
focused work flows with unexpected 
collaborations is built into the way 
pods dynamically and effortlessly 
move around. Not only can one 
discover opportunities through the 
online network based on stated 
interests, shared spaces or tools 
provide the most important aspect to 
jump-starting creativity. 

At the urban scale, the network of 
coworking pods can extend beyond 
the site. At its core, people in the 
coworking landscape either come 
together to start new project ideas 
or come together to help out on 
established projects. The supporting 
infrastructure for a steady market 

of freelance professionals creates 
a space for new professionals to 
promote a growing innovation 
identity. Because requests and 
interactions happen through a web 
interface, the data can be used to 
visualize the economic growth from 
the project. Tool-pod usage, project 
and commission revenue, and other 
metrics can measure the success 
of Quito’s emergence as a center of 
innovation.

As startup costs are high for office 
space and expensive tools, projects 
have a high barrier to start. Because 
infrastructure is shared, projects 
can get started more easily and 
spontaneously. Though co-working 
has been mostly emphasized, there is 
even more room for entrepreneurship 
with custom retail-oriented or 
showcase pods, thus ending the loop, 
from idea to consumer. This positive, 
more equitable, entrepreneurial 
environment will place Quito on 
the world map as a destination 
for exciting projects. The positive 
feedback loop for projects and 
talented minds can be tracked by the 
data of interaction, a useful metric 
for the city to see how effective the 
project has been. Also, the data will 
quickly reveal what tools are in high 
demand or low demand, informing 
what pod quantities should increase.
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Environment of dynamic,  
temporary startups.
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16 PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

Orienting oneself in this new space 
starts at the individual level with 
a profile of skills, experiences, and 
interests. Once verified by other 
members of the digital coworking 
space, a new member can begin 
to search for projects needing 
help or people of interest, the 
beginning of new, cross disciplinary 
relationships. For example, someone 
who specializes in fixing bikes 
might discover a group working on 
a bike-powered agricultural device 
non-profit start up. Then initial 
contact can be done through video 
meeting and collaborative sketching, 
a real time sketchbook shared across 
devices.

But digital interaction in the form 
of this ‘professional social media’ 
is not enough. Instead, the park 
becomes a landscape of mobile work-
production spaces which converge 
at certain sectors or nodes with the 
imitation of new projects. Once a 
group forms with a project proposal 

chair plywood fabrication

request

Bob M
chair wrangler

Tomas K
box wrangler

Les O
programmer

Sam R
arm crosser

Juanita T
chair innovater

Jav S
hardhat man

Bob’s Best Chairs
what is a chair? why chair?

Chairs’R’Us
paradigm shifting chairs

post

and a very low buy-in cost, they can 
use their mobile device to request 
the pods they need. While their 
initial brainstorm and discussion 
is happening, the different project 
members, spaces, and tools already 
begin to physically converge! These 
self-driving pods, drawing inspiration 
from Herman Miller’s “Living Office” 
concept, range from the individual 
unit (haven) to a multi-person work 
table (hive), and finally production 
spaces with ‘on demand’ tools. If the 
group needs to move, the workspaces 
seamlessly move between nodes, 
while its inhabitants happily 
continue to work, preparing for 
whatever next destination they have, 
whether it is lunch or fabricating 
a chair. By being ‘on demand’, the 
tools are like a chef’s knife, used 
intensely for the task at hand; for 
example, a complex model might 
require multiple passes with a laser 
cutter to quickly redesign parts, and 
its proximity makes iterative design 
more fluid and immediate. 
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IDEA

TEMP START UP

FLEXIBLE LAYOUT

01010

$ Aa

Fundamental personal-site interaction where 
individuals come together around an idea and 
establish a temporary office to work together.
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PROJECT

FLEXIBLE LAYOUT

DISPERSE AFTER FINISHED PROJECT 

01010

$

$

$

$ Aa

The hierarchy of the pods and 
hubs physically manifests in their 
degree of mobility. Hubs or ‘passive’ 
tools move at a glacial pace while 
individual pods can be constantly 
active, moving between quadrants, 
almost cross pollinating human 
capital between different spaces. 
Hubs are major points of convergence 
and heavier infrastructure and can 
either be social or productive. A social 
hub might be a café or a lecture hall 
where different individuals or project 
groups, using the same professional 
network, can converge to enhance 
their workflow or share ideas. 
Productive hubs such as 3d printing 
require long times of inaction and are 
better suited to a centralized model, 
where users converge to produce.

Beginning with a project, the main user sends 
out requests for specific skills and specific tools/
spaces.
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A final aspect of coworking that 
cannot be fully captured by this 
model of on-demand, intensive 
work flows, is room for unexpected 
interactions and collaborations. But 
by converging on either shared tools 
or social hubs, different groups might 
find surprising cross-disciplinary 
opportunities by over hearing 
another conversation or asking help 
for using a tool. Beyond lowering 
startup costs for individuals, shared, 
close spaces are necessary for this 
type of spontaneous innovation. 

Unexpected collaboration occurs from working  
in close proximity from sharing spaces.
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20 TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

Borrowing ideas from precedent 
technologies, the Colaboquito 
network of pods at its core needs a 
system for reservation. For individual 
work pods, it would be likely, users 
would rent them on a faster, more on 
demand time scale, similar to a taxi. 
Larger group work pods or tool pods 
would require a bit more planning to 
coordinate, and its time scale would 
be similar to current models for 
renting cars. Of course a challenge is 
how reservations are shared and how 
this can be tracked. After requesting 
a pod using the mobile platform or 
kiosks, one would use RFID cards 
to unlock and operate a pod, with a 
receiving sensor that communicates 
with a central hub to know who is 
supposed to be reserving the pod and 
releasing it to the proper user.  
The pod will self-drive to the 
approximate user location, usually 
at established entrances or meeting 
points (such as at a landmark or 
metro station entrance). 

A self-driving system requires both 
a method of positioning and a way 
to measure context through a series 
of cameras on the vehicle. Replacing 
GPS is a grid-based Local Positioning 
system (LPS) to track location within 
the site. A series of other sensors are 
needed to ensure the car operates 
safely, through a light detection 
and ranging system, video camera, 
radar sensors, odometer sensors, 
and finally ultrasonic sensors. This 
complex suite of sensors all measure 
surroundings at different scales, and 
a central computer is imperative to 
make sense of all the information. 
One advantage of Collaboquito’s 
initial insular site is less need to 
engage with street level complexity 
and information. Instead, main 
barriers are pedestrians, bikers, 
and other vehicles. Also, most of 
the driving will be linear, with the 
beginning and ending moment to 
position into or out of a beacon 
hub. Finally, pods would need to 

communicate with the beacons and a 
central computer, so other pods know 
where to find specific people’s pods 
or shared tools.  

Pod interaction complicates matters 
a bit further. Once a destination is 
inputted at certain beacon points 
that form a grid of the site, the pod 
will travel in dedicated lanes at the 
airport to reach the beacon, part 
of a local positioning system for 
the airport. Beacons are positioned 
around general quadrant areas where 
other pods can find each other. At 
the beacon site, the main anchor 
would help the smaller pods position 
themselves to dock. Similar to loading 
docks at warehouses, the individual 
pods position themselves in front of 
a built-in opening, where a rubber 
bumper can create a weather seal 
between the two spaces. One hub can 
have multiple hubs or smaller pods 
to connect, creating a temporary 
office that efficiently suits the need 

rubber seal
contact sensor

LPS

ultrasonic sensor
central computer

LIDAR
video camera

radar
laser cutter
coffee stall
etc.

Left: individual pods are the most mobile, allowing 
a dynamic dance of creative minds to move 
between multiple projects.
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for a group. The data created from 
tracking the positions of the different 
pods shows the interactions that 
happen. Data is also tracked about 
how often or in demand pods are in 
use, to better inform how to reinvest 
in new pods. The effectiveness of 
Collaboquito’s new economic system 
can be tracked by the amount of 
financial transactions that occur 
from renting pods and payment for 
contractor services. This data will be 
valuable to both the public-private 
cooperative and the city to track the 
economic gains from all the new 
interactions created by the project.

grid based LPS

pod docking bays

LPS

LIDAR
video camera

radar
Right: flexible larger pods have built in 
infrastructure to allow for multiple use,  
from presentation to production to casual  
idea generation over coffee.

Botton Right: site Technology consists of 
charging stations in original hangers with a local 
positioning system (LPS) to guide pods on the site.
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B. RESPOND

CONVENTION

With the simple logic of connecting 
people, ideas, spaces, and tools, 
an entire ecosystem of innovation 
flourishes in the landscape, 
coexisting with the open space 
recreational activities and making 
innovation very visible. From 
deployment, to initial connection, 
and either expansion or dispersion, 
spaces are as dynamic as the ideas 
they help foster. A coffee house 
discussion could go directly to 
production if the right pods descend 
upon the social hub! This seamless 
way of working gives no room to 
procrastination, and there is no 
excuse to try new things, get creative, 
get a bit dirty, and learn quickly from 
mistakes! 

After the park site is developed, 
the pod infrastructure can begin to 
propagate beyond the site, creating 
even more opportunities. From a 
municipal government level, the 
city and activists can begin working 
on more innovative ways to engage 
with communities. Similar to the 
GoBoston2030 truck campaign, the 
pods become mobile offices for city 
officials to directly engage in public 
spaces, giving parks and plazas 
new life. The pods optimize the BRT 
corridors to quickly move to different 
parts of the city, such as the culture 
of the Centro Historico and creativity 
of La Floresta. Thus the coworking 
pod infrastructure engages with 
other co-working spaces, social 
spaces, retailers, companies, and 
more.

Finally, pods deployed in the city are 
very visible where the whole urban 
space becomes a dynamic, mobile 
convention-expo, innovation out 
in public view. The site remains the 
anchor with established social and 
fabrication-technical hubs.  
The visibility of innovation reaffirms 
Quito’s emergence as a center of 
innovation, just as World Expo’s shine 
a spotlight on their host city.

URBAN
INTERACTIONS
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A. DEPLOY

E. EXPAND

C. ARRIVE

D. CONNECT

SOCIAL HUB

RECREATION

FABRICATE+CHARGE
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PHILLIP HU

Phillip is a fourth year Masters 
of City Planning student in a 
five year combined BS-Masters 
program, focusing in City Design & 
Development. His interests range 
from architecture, analyzing urban 
form, participatory design, painting, 
and cats. His main academic interests 
involve understanding the forces 
that shape cities and learning 
from logics of past urban forms. 
Recreating the past is flawed, but 
understanding a historical context 
behind a sense of place is crucial to 
shaping urban form, from the block 
to the region, that can be flexible 
and better for all inhabitants. His 
research experience is as diverse as 
his interests, ranging from close-
reading Cambridge neighborhoods 
as an RA/TA for Professor Anne 
Spirn, to developing new methods 
of plywood digital fabrication with 
Professor Sheila Kennedy, translating 
analog processes to computer-driven 
processes. He has also worked at 
a number of architecture firms, 
including Pilot Projects, Kennedy 
Violich Architects, and Diller Scofidio 
+ Renfro. This summer, he will be in 
Shenzhen at the Urban Planning and 
Design Institute of Shenzhen (UPDIS) 
as an urban design intern. 
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Quito is a city of clearly visible 
spatial, social and economic 
divisions. While high-rise buildings 
dot the northern part of the city, 
the growth of the informal sector 
– marked by migrant slums – is 
visible in various other parts of the 
city. With very little social mobility, 
and virtually no connection across 
various economic classes, there is 
minimal open sharing of information 
or accessible means of collaboration 
amongst citizens. Consequently, 
many of Quito’s people and small 
businesses operate in isolation. 

On the site of Quito’s former Old 
Mariscal Sucre International Airport, 
the Parque Bicentenario remains 
a green-paved void in the north, a 
site of great potential, which has 
the capacity to become a center of 
innovation for Quito. The city of Quito 
has formed a municipality plan for 
a large business and entertainment 
complex serving thousands, including 
a convention center, exhibition and 
fairs space, and an arena for shows 
and entertainment. The somewhat 
proximate Labrador station is a 
terminus and exchange point for 
the anticipated underground metro, 
expected to start operations in 2017.
The question arises: How can we 
leverage the working knowledge 
and experiences of people in various 
regions across Quito to create 
expanding businesses and thriving 
connections between them? How can 
we re-organize the city grid based on 
mutual needs and interests?
Equivalently, how can we utilize 
the vast public expanse of Parque 
Bicentenario to cultivate civic 
innovation spaces with a distinct  
co-creation culture?

While the increasing dissemination 
of mobile devices and location-
based services enable citizens 
to use urban data for tasks such 
as getting directions or finding a 
restaurant, these tools often lack 
supporting free-form exploration that 
can empower people to gain more 
general insights. There remains a 
need to reach out to both the experts 
and citizens of Quito with a tool that 
facilitates understanding of their city 
as an important step. 

One way of achieving that is to 
exhibit visualizations of urban data 
in  public demos aiming to provide 
visual and interactive access to 
information concealed in large 
urban data sets, engage public and 
industry partners in such operations, 
and collect feedback and ideas from 
users.

Idea Windows bring people together 
on the pretext that moments of 
sharing can break down the barriers 
limiting communication between 
different parts of the city. By offering 
seamless interaction that encourages 
people from different parts of the city 
and various walks of life to ‘see into’ 
the on-goings of Parque Bicentenario, 
it can achieve the combined goal of 
attracting people to the park and 
allowing anyone to set up activities 
and initiatives centered on their 
interests, enabling new and diverse 

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

«The windows inspire a new 
paradigm for partnerships and city 
development.»

projects and businesses to spring up 
in the vast park.

It has two main physical components:
1. Sensors mounted on stands or 
poles in Bicentenario gathering 
audio-visual data
2. Interactive public displays or 
Windows situated in metro stations

The audio-visual data from the 
sensors is analyzed to detect a wide 
range of human activities in terms of 
sights and sounds, creating a ‘smart’ 
environment in Bicentenario. The 
Windows in the metro stations serve 
to project interesting and rare events 
or moments from the data patterns 
garnered by the sensors. Moreover, 
to allow a diverse group of Quiteños 
to investigate the generated urban 
data in more depth, the windows 
display an interactive ‘activity map’ 
of Parque Bicentenario, allowing 
passers-by to visually explore real-
time audio-visual data, removing any 
information gaps regarding current 
on-goings. The display is at eye-level 
and the presented content is updated 
dynamically to raise interest.

Parque Bicentenario hosts a vast array of public 
spaces with a huge potential for developing new 
citizen-centric ventures.
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Cover: Vincent Van Gogh’s ‘The Starry Night’ as a 
backgrop to Amsterdam’s famous canal houses.

Above: Night sky above a city showing a spectrum 
of light pollution levels from typical to minimal.

The everyday passer-by can engage 
with activities in Bicentenario by 
pointing at or hovering over specific 
areas on the map to reveal more 
information and participate in the 
development of initiatives of interest. 
Pointing at a particular site on the 
geo-spatial view can reveal the past 
and future uses of the space in a time-
ordered sequence. This allows a user 
to see the nature of activities each 
space supports to be able to post site-
relevant events in the future.
By transforming the public space 
into a platform that encourages 
new innovative ventures, it enables 
users to discover personally relevant 
stories and explore suitable subsets 
of data, while making visualizations 
more attractive and easy to use 
through engaging design and playful 
interactions.

This model of informative art 
is intended to not only provide 
information, but also make 
an attractive addition to the 
environment that engages with 
users as they pass by – an effective 
balance between aesthetics and 
utility. It has the potential of making 
by-passers stop in their track when 
they experience their real-time 
gestures having an impact on the 
visualizations displayed.

Individual Value

The infographics and activities 
popping up on the public displays 
are intended to allow Quiteños to 
view their city from a new lens. For 
the average city dweller, there lies 
value in discovering communities of 
like-minded people across different 
parts of the city on a platform that 

projects stories of how imagination 
and ingenuity can change a space. 
The Idea Windows can not only 
satiate local curiosity about how 
the site is being used, but can also 
initiate new activities of many 
different forms and allow individuals 
to respond to myriad challenges. 
Thus, they serve as a platform that 
can induce behavioral change among 
the citizens with bold thoughts and 
ideas for activities and projects.

This provides an equitable and 
accessible public platform, available 
for use by any individual with an 
idea for a new initiative and the 
support of other citizens to enact it 
on site. Additionally, the project may 
also boost the use of the new public 
transportation system, the Metro.

This serves as an umbrella initiative 
to create, catalyze, and coordinate 
opportunities for Quitaños to invest 
in their city by innovating with the 
experimentation of new ideas, even 

addressing systemic issues along the 
way as citizens explore together both 
the problems that affect them and 
the activities that interest them. 

Public Value

For the city of Quito, the project can 
instigate mass awareness about the 
potential of Bicentenario as a public 
place and inspire a new paradigm for 
partnerships and city development 
across sectors – a collective energy 
to move the city and communities 
within it forward. It does so by 
utilizing two avenues to innovation: 

(1) Leveraging collaborative networks 
amongst the citizens of Quito; and 
(2) Creating a culture and structures 
in Bicentenario that invite 
experimentation and risk-taking.
As citizens engage with the interface, 
a Collaboration Network can be 
displayed t0 gauge the impact of 
peer-to-peer idea exchange.

Each metro station has one Window installed.
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The Windows operate in two 
modes: the ambient mode and the 
interactive mode. The ambient 
mode presents a ‘stand-by’ view that 
communicates general information 
when no person is detected nearby. 
The interaction component looms 
into play as the user moves into the 
activation zone. The interface offers 
a playful browsing experience of 
the upcoming activities and events 
occurring in Bicentenario as well 
as any on-going initiatives people 
have started in the numerous empty 
spaces of the park. 

This information pops up in the 
form of content bubbles in real-time, 
clustering and following the user. 
Apart from zooming in and out of 
content with pinching hand pinching 
out gestures, users can customize 
their experience to choose content 
that matters most to them, selecting 
preferences so that only the most 
relevant content is attracted to them. 

Users can interact with activities 
in Bicentenario using the public 
displays by not only peering into 
the creations, art and culture, 

PERSONAL
INTERACTION

festivals on going at the park, but 
more importantly, by making their 
own contribution to the current 
and future happenings. They can 
signify their support for an activity 
by endorsing a project or idea 
with a simple ‘Thumbs Up’ gesture. 
Moreover, they can opt to collaborate 
and co-create with the organizers for 
activities that pique their interest 
by joining an initiative with a ‘High 
Five’ gesture. A person may also use 
gestural interactions to post their 
own initiative in Bicentenario, e.g. by 
flicking to post to the main display 
screen. 

This can result in the creation 
of imaginative outlets for civic 
engagement, and a reconfiguration 
of public space to showcase 

The Windows offer two modes of interaction 
depending on the user’s distance from the display.

The ‘activity map’ makes the 
invisible visible, offering a unique 
window into Bicentenario in terms of 
its sights and sounds.

possibilities for new ideas appealing 
to the citizens of Quito. 
Some examples of such initiatives 
may include:

(i) Resurfacing an empty slot/site in 
Bicentenario to utilize it for a mutual 
interest activity

(ii) Setting up community shops, 
communal farms (food hub outlets), 
and other COOPs

(iii) Creating collaborative, high-
quality public art 

(iv) Organizing new festivals, 
exhibitions and conferences of 
interest.
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In the main geo-spatial view, the 
display light cells form abstract 
patterns (moving white flecks/
streaks), representing the number of 
people present and their trajectories. 
In this representation of individual 
and crowd motions, the level of 
brightness corresponds to the 
current public space density. Bright 
spaces indicate occupied areas where 
an event is being hosted or an activity 
being conducted while outlined 
spaces indicate areas presently 
available for public activities.

 Sound data is represented by the 
flow of bubbles, whereby the color of 
the bubble specifies the category of 
sound detected and the radius of the 
bubble depicts its spread. 
As users interact with the displays in 
the metro stations via endorsements 

The ambient mode offers the latest rare 
and interesting insights into the activities of 
Bicentenario using data gathered from the audio-
visual sensors lining the park’s public spaces.

Geospatial view of the real-time interactive map 
of Bicentenario, displayed on the windows in the 
‘active‘ mode. The sound bubbles act as a rich 
information source regarding activities while 
the visual data provides cues into motions and 
trajectories.

(thumbs up) and collaborations (high 
five), each initiative goes through the 
following cycle: 

After a certain number of 
endorsements, the project becomes 
open to collaboration. After the set 
collaboration threshold is passed, 
the project begins its development 
phase. After the initial idea is 
implemented, the original poster may 
choose to remove the project content 
from a Window, effectively removing 
it from the system, or depending on 
the nature of the project, may leave 
it there to garner more suggestions 
for further improvements. This 
makes the invisible visible with rich 
contextual information, offering a 
unique window into the activities 
of Bicentenario in terms of its sights 
and sounds.

Endorsed

DevelopingDeveloped

Idea
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Geospatial view of the real-time interactive map 
of Bicentenario, displayed on the Windows 
in the ‘active mode‘.
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32 1. Diego rushes to work from a metro 
station when he pauses by a display, 
where playful pedal-powered carts 
from a maker festival in Bicentenario 
catch his eye. 

2. A budding entrepreneur, 
Diego is fascinated by the talent 
conglomerated in Bicentenario, 
beckoning him to finally share his 
passion for autonomous car design. 
He explores potential workshop sites 
by hovering over the available slots.  

3. Upon finding a workshop space, 
Diego flicks a post revealing his 
initiative from his phone onto the 
display, projecting it to every curious 
explorer. 

4. As Diego passes by another 
Window on his way home, the 
display triggers a notification. 
Stepping forward, Diego reveals the 
engagement statistics for his post: 36 
endorsements and 4 collaborators for 
his idea! He sets up a meeting time at 
the workshop space in Bicentenario, 
notifying his collaborators.
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331. Priscilla, 19, is enroute to college 
when a unique serios of sound 
bubbles from a corner site entices her 
curiosity. Edging forward, she reveals 
the source of the unusual bubbles as 
she hovers over one. 

2. The activity pop-up indicates that 
the bubbles were emanating from 
a workshop space, where a team 
of 4 is conducting autonomous car 
design and testing. Being an aviation 
geek with a thorough knowledge 
of autonomous systems, Priscilla is 
curious to find out what the team 
can do. She ‘thumbs up’ the post, 
endorsing it.

3. Later in the day, as Priscilla passes 
by a Window again, she is notified 
about the team’s next meeting time. 
Excited, she joins the activity with a 
‘high five’.

5. Diego and Priscilla meet, discuss 
and begin work together!

Right: citizens engage with the Windows platform 
based on their unique interests and ideas.
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34 URBAN 
INTERACTIONS

As the city of Quito invests in Parque 
Bicentenario via the development 
of new physical infrastructures 
such as the Convention Center, 
entertainment complex and arena, 
the site’s lack of connectivity with 
the rest of Quito’s urban landscape 
remains an inevitable hurdle in 
the process of spurring growth in 
the innovation economy as the 
city envisions. Opportunities for 
everyday citizens to connect with 
and contribute to the on-goings of 
Bicentenario remain scarce. 

Moreover, the interests and priorities 
of the citizens are often not given 
a direct platform to engage with 
the resources and talents on site 
given the current formal economic 
structure. Yet, the site boasts an 
abundance of space, young people 
as well as a distinctive creative 
culture, evident everywhere from 
the large graffiti patterns on the 
walls surrounding the Parque to the 
electronic mini-car race games at one 
end of the runway.

The urban promise of the Idea 
Windows is simple: they enable 
groups that complement each other’s 
mutual interests find fertile ground in 
Bicentenario to set up new initiatives. 
This establishes a direct network of 
communication whereby individuals, 
communities and companies can 
present initiatives that prompt 
collaboration and co-creation with 
the citizens of Quito. 

Universities and clubs may choose 
to integrate their educational or 
entrepreneurial agendas that require 
space through the platform. 

These new coalitions of closely-knit 
interest groups including experts 
and enthusiasts can spark civic 
innovation around Bicentenario 
while allowing Quitenos to see their 
city from a new initiative-centric lens 
through the Windows. Moreover, the 
windows facilitate entry into a virtual 
market where ideas bloom and 
mutual interests coincide, forming 
a new urban innovation network 

and enabling the sharing economy 
to thrive. This creates, combines 
and recombines groups with their 
common agendas, fostering dialogue, 
exchange and ultimately the sharing 
of the making process or outcome 
itself.

The platform recognizes that in the 
creative process, everyone can have 
a contribution to make as citizens 
solve the city challenges that affect 
them, complementing one another’s 
passions and skills for collective 
action in a meaningful manner. 

As citizens use the platform to 
tackle the challenges of utmost 
relevance and concern to them, 
adopting a bottom-up approach to 
urban development, there lies an 
opportunity to make future planning 
more people-centric – a sustainable 
approach that fosters demand-driven 
innovation.

This could be an important 
contribution to the evolution of 
participatory planning and design, 
progressing toward the art of 
designing with people. It also serves 
to illustrate the economic potential 
and benefit of incrementally 
activating currently unproductive 
spaces while creating a more vibrant 
Bicentenario that can quickly realize 
the city’s latent potential.
Being situated at the metro 
stations, the windows utilize a 
major pre-existing linear urban 
infrastructure with stations linking 
the major parts of the city almost 
uniformly to connect with citizens 
in distinct centers of activity. While 
this provides equal access to the 
platforms, their placement also 
gives the widely-contested metro 
stations a potential to become 

attractive innovation hubs that 
result in the formation of inclusive 
interest groups. There can also 
be opportunities to crowd fund 
initiatives of interest to metro 
passengers with a simple tap of the 
metro-card. Additionally, passengers 
who choose to join in and collaborate 
can gain metro points that can only 
be claimed at the El Labrador station 
next to the site, adding to a free-of-
charge ride to Bicentenario, which 
both encourages the use of the new 
public transit and aids in attracting 
more people to the site.  

The peer-to-peer networks serve as 
windows of opportunity whereby 
the thriving partnerships amongst 
interested parties present increasing 
opportunities for establishing small 
businesses. 

By spurring economic, social and 
cultural activities on site and 
unravelling new opportunities for the 
future of Bicentenario, the windows 
allow for citizen-led and place-led 
development and contribute to the 
boom in the innovation economy of 
Quito. Together, all these elements 
of Idea Windows have the power to 
enable the sharing economy to thrive 
and create urban transformation.

Peer-to-peer collaborations via  
the site-picking system allows  
for citizen-led development.
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Since the Windows essentially serve 
as a travelling surface for ideas 
and connections, the degree of a 
user’s engagement with them is a 
good indication of the preferences 
and concerns of Quitenos. Useful 
new datasets for the municipality 
regarding the citizen’s activities 
and demands are captured by the 
platform, forming the basis of an 
information system for Quito. Thus, 
the windows go beyond gauging 
public opinion to highlighting 
the areas that need the greatest 
attention to better inform policy 
initiatives.

Through this platform, the city can 
explore creative ways to re-vitalize 
the vacant and underutilized spaces 
of Parque Bicentenario by creating 
low-cost investments that activate 
the space rather than waiting for 
big, long-term developments to 
take shape. Moreover, valuable 
information can be captured in real 
time from the sensing stands along 
the runway regarding the current 
sights, sounds and activities in 
Bicentenario, providing an accurate 
and up-to-date snapshot as well 
making public spaces in the Parque 
more secure.

As data are captured in the field, 
the municipal authorities are now 
faced with an opportunity to create 
a comprehensive database of highly 
detailed structural information to 

target specific investment strategies 
and policies; as well as produce 
smarter and better informed plans 
for urban development. 

Eventually, with user input over time, 
the display would also be able to 
demonstrate visualizations depicting 
the endorsements, collaboration 
networks and intersecting interests 
of the citizens of Quito, adding to the 
set of available urban data.

The Collaboration Network view 
(below) presents aggregated data on 
the ideas and actions resulting from 
the combined use of all the windows, 
allowing users to visualize the 
impact of their own initiatives and 
collaborations.
 
Each collaboration is represented by 
a singular arc, enabling the passer-
by to view the overall network of 
connections formed between citizens 
based on interest in similar activities.

Such a visualization can result in 
encouraging citizens to join or start 
their own initiatives in Bicentenario 
as they see the impact of other 
citizens’ activities. Additionally, By 
making accessible the information 
and networks of various markets, 
the Windows can serve to support 
the development of small business 
around Bicentenario and create 
opportunities for home-based 
makers.

The network of ideas captured 
allows the city to visually gauge its 
economic health and discern creative 
ways of revitalizing vast and vacant 
spaces.
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The Idea Windows facilitate the 
unstoppable rise of the sharing 
economy by spurring collaborations 
amongst distinct innovation hubs.

Bottom: collaboration Network view, representing 
the aggregated activities initiated at Parque 
Bicentenario by all users of the Windows.. 
Each colored arc on the real-time map represents 
a collaboration on an initiative started in 
Bicentenario; the colors indicate the site 
of  the initiative, which may be on the air strip,
 the workshop spaces, the public grounds, etc. 
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DESCRIPTION

The Idea Windows technology has 
three key components: the sensors in 
Parque Bicentenario collecting visual 
and sonic data, the visualizations on 
the public interfaces in the metro 
stations displaying the sensor-
collected data and the interactive 
communication network allowing 
people to post and respond to citizen 
initiatives. 

1. Sensory Stands

Adjustable sensors mounted on light 
poles (and other stands, if necessary) 
monitor environmental data in 
the form of images, live streams 
and audio captured from public 
spaces along the runway in Parque 
Bicentenario. This multi-sensor 
system creates a smart embedded 
environment in the park that allows 
for the automatic detection and 
identification of human activities in 
two different ways:

a. Visual detection: Using object-level 
analysis, the sensors can accurately 
count and localize people in a scene.

Computer vision algorithms can 
be used for event detection based 
on recognizing a set of human and 
object motions. These events are 
automatically labelled to avoid 
user dependence and errors. This 
allows for individual identification 
and recognition of human activities 
in public spaces based on unique 
individual movements such as 
clapping, waving, walking, running, 
and specific sports-related motions 
such as boxing, etc. 

In denser scenarios, a more holistic 
approach can be adopted that 
treats a crowd as a single entity. 
In such cases, density estimation 
and hierarchical clustering can be 
used to detect the centers of human 
activity and identify small groups of 
people travelling or working together 
since trajectory information alone 
is enough for analyzing collective 
behavior. 

This motion-based approach can 
be extended to anomaly detection 
in crowded scenes, detecting 

deviationsfrom normal events and 
behavior. The event and anomaly 
detection system flags a behavior or 
event as abnormal when it deviates 
from previously available data. Only 
such events and their geolocation 
data are brought to the attention 
of a human supervisor to subvert 
a potential crisis. Today, automatic 
tracking is capable of providing 
quantitative characterization of 
real crowds faster and with similar 
accuracy as human observation, 
providing a new method for the 
empirical study of social behavior.

b. Sonic detection: Automatic 
acoustic detection of human 
activities can distinguish between 
distinct sounds such as those 
associated with laughter, music, 
cheering, playing, water splashes, 
crowd noise, etc. Since we are dealing 
with multiple sound sources in 
an outdoor environment, a large 
training set would result in greater 
recognition accuracy over time.

Audio-visual sensors detecting activities in 
Bicentenario can be mounted on light poles 
and stands .
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2. Ambient Mode Visualizations

As the sensory stands gather 
data, the system can build up an 
information base of the relative 
scales and categories of activities 
in Bicentenario. This visual data 
is analyzed to detect the unusual 
characteristics of the image parts 
with computer vision algorithms. 
Feature matching for object-based 
and situational recognition can be 
used to gauge distinctiveness of 
scenes captured around the park.

Similarly, the relative pitch and 
frequencies of sonic data can also 
inform us of interesting ongoing 
events. The rare and unusual visual 
and sonic patterns are tagged.

This allows for the detection of 
interesting stories in the form of 
newly completed projects, unusual 
sports tricks or adventures, record-
breaking events and gatherings, 
etcetera. The sensory stands record 
instances of partially completed 
projects at times of minimal crowd 
density to display the creations of 
workspaces.

By displaying the most recent and 
disruptive highlights from the 
gathered data, the ambient display 
mode highlights compelling stories 
around the everyday occurrences in 
Bicentenario.

The ambient mode displays the highest recorded 
bike jump on the air strip in Bicentenario using 
data gathered and analyzed from a sensor near 
the activity. 

Another ambient mode visualization displays the 
result of a public art project in oneof the work-
spaces of Bicentenario, inviting interested citizens 
to join in or contribute to the activity.

Scenes from a recent largest public talent show at 
Bicentenario are displayed on the Windows in the 
ambient mode.
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3. Interactive Public Displays 

The fluid interactions with high 
responsiveness and smooth view 
transitions are made possible 
through the use of the following 
sensors and technologies:

(i) Motion Sensor: This uses distance 
information from proximity sensors 
to trigger different display and 
interaction modes depending on the 
presence or absence of an individual 
in the two distance-based zones of 
interaction – ambient (far distance) 
and interactive (close distance). 

(ii) Gesture Sensors:  An array of 
capacitive proximity sensors around 
the display translate users’ gestures 
into real-time commands. This 
allows the interface to detect human 
gestures at distances of up to 20 to 
30 cm by combining measurements 
from many sensors. Two gestures 
specific to all posted initiatives are: 

a. Endorse: ‘Thumbs-up’ gesture
b. Join: ‘High-five’ gesture

These simple and intuitive hand 
gestures allow users to easily explore 
and engage with the available data as 
they can learn more about a posted 
initiative by simply pointing at it or 
hovering over it. 

The interactions happen at the same 
level or spot that the initiative is 
posted at on the display. This allows 
multiple users in the activation 
zone to interact simultaneously 
with the on-goings of Bicentenario 
and/or discuss initiatives amongst 
themselves to take collective action 
– a feature that naturally encourages 
collaborative activity. 

(iii) Flicking/posting: Users are able to 
post new initiatives using a flicking 
motion with a hand-held device such 
as a mobile phone, which serves as an 
extension of the display. So multiple 
users in the activation zone can post 
new content simultaneously. These 
posts, which can be made when a 
user hovers over a particular site, 
can consist of short videos, pictures 
or text.

The interactive displays use an array of multiple 
proximity sensors to detect human gestures at 
distances of up to 20-30 cm from the display, 
translating gestures into real-time commands.

The posting mechanism employs 
the THAW (Tangible, Handheld and 
Augmented Window) technology, a 
novel interaction system that allows 
a collocated large display and small 
handheld devices to seamlessly work 
together.

This system enables accurate 
position tracking of a smartphone 
placed on or over any spot on the 
screen where a post can be made by 
displaying a 2D color pattern that 
is captured using the smartphone’s 
back-facing camera. The smartphone 
acts both as a secondary display 
and as a graphics input layer for 
near-surface interaction with the 
display. Swipes, pinches, and taps 
registered on its touchscreen can 
be passed to the display, enabling 
users to perform tasks like dragging 
and dropping files between the two 
interfaces. The proposed technique 
can be implemented on existing 
hand-held devices without the need 
for additional hardware.

(iv) Crowd Funding: Since metro 
passengers would pay their fares by 
tapping in and out of the stations 
using a unique card, the same facility 
can be extended to the displays, 
whereby a passenger can interact 
with the display by first tapping the 
metro card on one side of the display 
to begin their session and claiming 
points earned via collaborations 
made after hand thud gesture to 
fund a metro trip to Bicentenario. The 
same principle applies for crowd-
funding a particular initiative throw 
the points or money available on the 
user’s metro card.
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The windows use a cloud-based 
distributed computing network, 
whereby information posted on one 
window is available to interact with 
on all others in real-time, forming 
a network of connections between 
citizens in distinct geographical 
locations based on the level of their 
interest in certain initiatives. 

Initiatives that do not garner any 
traction in 7 days are automatically 
removed from the windows to avoid 
cluttering in the networked system. 

Concerns about privacy and 
surveillance with data capture in 
Bicentenario can be averted by 
ensuring that the data collected is 
effectively removed regularly, and 
only the labelled events detected 
are projected onto the displays. Any 
data captured is thus unequivocally 
available to all the citizens of Quito 
in its transition from the sensors on 
ground to the displays in the metro 
stations, and is unsupervised by any 
authority except in the case of a 
detected anomaly to avert a potential 
crisis.

The audio-visual records can be 
regularly and systematically removed 
after activity recognition and 
labelling. This automated detection 
process can provide guidelines for 
the design of public spaces, highlight 
trends for new comers on the site to 
make informed decisions, as well as 
ensure public safety and contribute 
to the development of crowd 
management strategies by the city 
authorities in the future.

Users can make posts by simply flicking the 
relevant  media from a hand-held device onto 
the display.
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and intervention. This project was 
inspired by her belief that groups 
of individuals with bold ideas have 
the power to enact great change 
provided the challenge of mobility 
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and D-lab, designing tools that enable 
creative expression. She now looks 
forward to employing information 
and communication tools to tackle 
poverty alleviation with the World 
Bank. 
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Parque Bicentenario in Quito is 
a peculiar case of urban parks. It 
was once the old Mariscal Sucre 
International Airport that served as 
the main airport in Quito for over 50 
years. While in use, it was one of the 
busiest airports in the South America 
and one of the highest airports in 
the world; it was also widely known 
for its close proximity to the city and 
the extreme valley environment. Both 
practically and spiritually speaking, 
the old Mariscal Sucre International 
Airport was Quito’s gateway to the 
world.

Yet, in the current development, 
Parque Bicentenario has not truly 
represented this special heritage. 
Although the large infrastructures 
of the old airport (the runway, 
terminals and parking lots) have 
been kept on site, in terms of the user 
experience, there is no significant 
connection between its old identity 
of an airport and its current use as 
a park. For people visiting the park, 
their awareness about the past of the 
site is based on only the untreated 
runway, and they are unable to 
experience the joy of connecting to 
the world as people once did on the 

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

site. This issue may even worsen in 
the site’s future development, as 
more programs like public housing, 
commercial complex would be 
introduced to the site and the old 
airport identity will be further 
blurred.

At the same time, the site as a park 
has the problem of lacking high 
quality park amenities. For example, 
during our visit to the site, I noticed 
that while the park had a large 
user population, there were only a 
few covered seats in the park and 
few people wanted to sit on the 
unattractive covered benches even 
in the rainy day. This problem harms 
the experience particularly in the 
case of Parque Bicentenario, since 
people will easily get tired in the vast 
landscape and in the strong sunlight.

Future

Future

Past

Past

QuiPort is a project that integrates 
the site’s past identity of an 
international airport and its current 
use as an urban park.
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Inspired by the above-mentioned 
situation, QuiPort is a project that 
integrates the site’s past identity 
of an international airport and its 
current use as an urban park; it 
provides not only a physical place to 
rest in but also a virtual connection  
to other parts of the world, and to 
the history of the site. Well situated 
in the landscape of the park, QuiPort 
as a park facility offers covered 
space for causal social interaction 
where people can sit, chat, eat and 
work. Moreover, each QuiPort is 
associated with an international 
destination which the old airport had 
a direct flight to. With the embedded 
technology, QuiPort provides people 
with a fun experience of virtually 
interacting with the cityscapes, 
people, and activities of that city. 
QuiPort in this sense revitalizes 
the airport identity of Parque 
Bicentenario while serving as an 
inviting park facility.

Top: people interacting with the cityscape  
of New York City in QuiPort.

Botton: the unattractive covered benches  
on the site where no one sits even in a rainy day.
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The commands inside a QuiPort are 
all done by gestures and voices. To 
start the virtual interaction, one 
simply wave with both hands to the 
screen for a few seconds. The system 
will then be turned on and images 
will be displayed on the screen. With 
the OLED screen inside the QuiPort, 
the displayed images will match 
seamlessly with the canopy.

On the screen, the users will be 
informed about where the QuiPort 
will be “landing” at and basic 
information of the destination city 
like time and weather, just as the 
experience on an airplane. Then on 
the screen people will see the live 
scene of a place of interest or an 
urban park in the destination city. 
In the case of New York, people will 
see the live scene of Central Park, 
New York. Noticeably, the height of 
the displayed scene will be adjusted, 
so that the horizon of the displayed 
images will be aligned with the 
horizon of the actual scene in Parque 
Bicentenario. This move creates an 
intriguing illusion that the cityscape 
of New York City is somehow situated 
in Parque Bicentenario in Quito. 

The users can choose to remove the 
people in the live scene if they prefer. 
By simply saying “remove people”, or 
swiping hands back and forth (like 
erasing something), the computer will 
manipulate the images and eliminate 
the people in the scene. The users 
will then see a pure cityscape view 
without people in it. Likewise, users 
can control the time and weather 
of the scene. By saying different 
commands, users can change the 
time of the scene to different seasons 
or different time of a day; they can 
also “create” rainy, snowy or sunny 
weather in the city scene. 

The users can also put themselves 
into the scene. The camera in front 
of the users will record their images; 
after computation, the images of the 
users will be extracted and added 
to the live scenes. The figures in the 
scenes can be scaled up or down 
under the users’ control. They can 

PERSONAL
INTERACTION

even use some “secret password” 
to see some celebrities or fictional 
figures that represent the destination 
city. For example, in the case of New 
York City, one can say “King Kong” to 
see this gigantic monster in the city 
scene and interact with it; or one can 
say “David Beckham” in the QuiPort 
of London to interact with this soccer 
hero of England. These “Easter eggs” 
are intended to be a secret and a 
surprise, prolonging the engagement 
with QuiPort and adding a bit of 
humor to the experience.

At any time, the users can use the 
voice command “picture” or use 
hands to do a framing gesture to 
let the system take a picture of the 
displayed image. The image will then 
be available for download to the 
users’ own mobile devices through 
the built-in Wifi network in the 
QuiPort. This also encourages users 
to share their photos and experiences 
with friends on social media, which 
attracts more people to come to the 
site and experience themselves.

“Landing“ at a scene

Add the user to the city scene

Controlling the weather
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Live scene of Central Park, New York

Adjust the size of user’s image

Controlling the time

Eliminating people

Interacting with celebrities or fictional figures in the scene

Creating one’s own memory
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INTERACTION

As stated above, QuiPorts relate 
to the international cities which 
Quito used to have direct flights to, 
including New York, London, Madrid, 
Buenos Aires, Mexico City, Bogota 
and so on. Mostly located around 
the central area of the park, QuiPorts 
are strategically placed on the site 
to suggest the geographic locations 
of these cities: the distance between 
the QuiPort of Quito and another 
QuiPort proportionally corresponds 
the actual distance between the 
two cities; and the direction which 
each QuiPort faces to is the actual 
direction towards the destination 
city from Quito. When people walk 
around the site, they can easily 
understand the geographical relation 
between these cities.

Also, QuiPorts have the function 
of collecting data about people’s 
movement within Parque 
Bicentenario. With the built-in Wifi 
and Bluetooth tracking, the system 
can locate the mobile devices that 
connect to the Wifi network, and 
therefore track people’s movement. 
This data can be then used to 
estimate the total population in 

the park at a certain time. With the 
compiled data, one can also see 
the fluctuation of user population 
in the park over time. Another set 
of data QuiPorts collect are the 
environmental data in Parque 
Bicentenario. With the installed 
environmental sensors, QuiPorts can 
record temperature, precipitation, 
air quality, sunlight intensity and 
other environmental data in Parque 
Bicentenario. Such data can be used 
for event planning, landscape design, 
and infrastructure construction in 
the future development of Parque 
Bicentenario. 

Moreover, QuiPorts have an 
educational function by presenting 
urban data across cities to the 
public. From outside, one can see 
the comparison between Quito 
and other cities on urban aspects 
including traffic, air quality, rent, 
stock market, living cost, green space 
per capita and so on. These data are 
being displayed alternately on the 
LED screen on the outside of the 
canopies. Taking advantage of the 
canopy’s funnel shape, these urban 
data can be presented in an intuitive 

and ambient way. When walking 
around the site, people can easily 
know if Quito is doing better or worse 
on certain aspects compared to other 
cities in the world.

The urban data being displayed on the outside 
of QuiPort.
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The furniture inside QuiPort have various versions 
to meet different needs.

Left, bottom: from the world map to the site plan.
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DESCRIPTION

On top of the roof, there are a Wifi 
access point which receives and 
sends out Wifi signals for tracking; 
and a few sensors that collect 
environmental data, like air quality 
sensor and precipitation sensor. To 
be sustainable and environmental 
friendly, QuiPort is powered by 
solar energy collected through the 
Photovoltaics panels on top. The 
collected solar energy is converted 
to electricity for the computer and 
Wifi device in the bench. Inside of 
QuiPort, there is an OLED screen on 
the hung canopy that displays the 
city scene. OLED screen is a kind of 
light-emitting diode that can be made 
into an organic shape and a very thin 
layer. OLED screen can be high-res to 
give a clear vision of the destination 
city. Also, on the canopy are a camera 
and a microphone to collect visual 
and audio data when QuiPort is in 
use. On the outside of the canopy is 
an LED matrix that displays the urban 
data. Since the urban data are not 
sophisticated images, the LED matrix 
can be low resolution and maybe 
only two colors to reduce cost.

On the software side, one technology 
that QuiPort uses is pattern 
recognition. Pattern recognition 
is one kind of machine learning: 
machines (computers) analyze 
data to find out the regularity and 
irregularity in data. In the case of 
QuiPort, the pattern recognition 
technique used is in the area of 
computer vision. As the camera inside 
QuiPort records images, the system 

needs to compute and recognize the 
different components: the scene, 
the irrelevant people/objects, and 
the actual users. To achieve this, the 
computer should be able to identify 
human faces and figures and to 
analyze their gestures. As a result, 
the computer can extract the useful 
visual data (the actual users) and 
place them in the virtual scenes.

The application of pattern recognition technology.
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Wifi access point

Precipitation sensor

Air quality sensor

PV panels

OLED screen (on the 
inside)

Low-res LED Matrix

Computer (inside the 
bench)
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54 PROBLEM
DESCRIPTION

FoodEQ is an augmented landscape 
project that investigates embedded 
technology appropriating informal 
food networks in an effort to link 
people and places. Grounded in 
the existing ephemeral layers of 
the urban region of Quito, the 
system is intended to have a three 
fold use - leveraging food cultures 
to connect people; generating 
interest and activity in the urban 
precinct of Parque Bicentenario ; 
and making the opaque informal 
sector more comprehensible by 
mapping information related to it. 
FoodEQ utilizes technologies in an 
effort to contextually respond to the 
economic and social environment 
while keeping the long term 
sustainability of the project and 
technologies in mind. 

Parque Bientenario: The project 
is contextually grounded in 
the metropolitan urban region 
of Quito which is of immense 
geographical, cultural, historic and 
economic value to Ecuador and 
South America in general. The city 
and its administration has had a 
history of promoting progressive 
urban practices and the project 
seeks to capitalize on this legacy of 
technological and social innovation. 
The research investigates the 
potential of Parque Bicentenario, 
an abandoned airport site right in 
the middle of the city, as an urban 
living laboratory operating at the 
intersection of informal sector, local 
food cultures and technology.  
The intention is to create linkages 
of the site with other parts of Quito 
through digital means while also 
reinforcing its contemporary identity 

based in innovative cultures at a 
global stage. 
‘The informal sector emerges in 
order to fill a gap caused by the 
inadequacies of the formal system: 
its inability to meet the meticulous 
particularities of public interests ‘
- Claudio Vekstein in ‘public city in 
Manifesto: the formal city informed 
by public interests.’

The Informal: 
 
The concept of the informality in the 
urban space has been compared by 
scholars to the socio-philosophical 
notions of Lefebvre’s social space (in 
contrast to abstract space); Bhabha’s 
‘ per formative ‘ (vs pedagogical) or 
Deleuze & Guattari’s ‘smooth space’ 
(vs striated). Of these Lefebre ‘social 

space’ gives emphasis on the idea 
of a space intrinsically connected to 
people who produce it, very often 
attributed to the informal or the 
temporal city. The project capitalizes 
on the informal food cultures to 
inform the ‘social creation of space’ 
as a time based dynamic activity 
around connecting people and places 
though technological interventions. 

The existing informal food sector in 
the urban region of Quito primarily 
consists of two types of vendors - 
foot based operators and vendors 
with food carts. The informal food 
sales network has complex and 
layered interactions and has an 
decentralized, adaptive, and self 
organized character. Multiple actors 
contribute to the system , with a 
complex supply chain from the 
food producers to the vendors in 

the mercados, to the small scale 
food manufacturing setups that 
produce snacks and who supply 
the actual informal food vendors. 
The food vendors are almost always 
mobile and nomadic and have a 
deep market understanding. The 
network operates along ‘urban desire 
lines’ contributing to the urban 
experience and further increasing 
pedestrian activity along such zones. 
The vendors demonstrate spatial 
hacking utilizing the urban fabric in 
a ‘tactical action of spatialization’. 
The sector is critical to the 
integration and empowerment of 
the marginalized and often excluded 
groups in the society ranging from 
indigenous population to rural 
migrant communities. The activities 
of the informal food networks are 
integral to the social and cultural 
fabric of Quito, providing livelihoods, 
generating commerce and as an 
agent for activating public space. 

The city of Quito has been one of first 
municipalities to address the sector 
and come up with a street vendor act 
for the safety of workers and food 
being sold. 

The informal sector emerges in 
order to fill a gap caused by the 
inadequacies of the formal system: 
its inability to meet the meticulous 
particularities of public interests.
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Street vendors- on foot Street vendors- on kiosk

Getting
foundNavigating

Beacon

Users & Components: 
 
The platform is designed around two 
key user groups - the informal food 
sellers & the consumers. It consists 
of a physical beacon for the food 
sellers which is coupled with a phone 
application at the consumer end. 
The food sellers through physical 
beacons respatilize their commerce 
and increase efficiency in the way 
they navigate the urban fabric 
and make transactions. This real 
time information of consumption 
patterns allow the sellers to generate 
more income during the same work 
period. The phone application allows 
consumers to appropriate informal 
food networks and seek information 
about avenues for consuming 
food in public space. It gives them 
access to trusted vendors with 
dependable food safety standards 

and acts as a social touch point 
much like applications like Living 
Social or Groupon. These notions of 
sociability and trust lead to increase 
in consumption of food from the 
informal sector. The platform creates 
a distributed infrastructure for the 
city, an open platform network 
of sensors that provide real-time 
information on the sector. The 
information generated from the 
platform enables the city to design 
and plan effective policies for the 
informal sector while increasing 
the efficiency and inventiveness 
of services provided to the people 
associated with the sector. This 
data generation happens through 
a bottom up emergent system of 
mapping, using people as agents for 
change with minimum resources 
being deployed from such an exercise 
the city’s end.  

The open source framework and peer 
to peer sharing of usage data leads 
to new information and analytics for 
instance understanding relationships 
between street food consumption 
and public space usage patterns. It 
is based in the notion of ‘quantified 
community’, moving from individual 
generation of data to creating and 
mapping information about larger 
communities and making ‘visible the 
invisible’. The research focuses on 
development of a technologically 
sustainable platform that can lead 
to self organized and participatory 
generation of data on the informal 
food sector providing vital social and 
behavioral cues to help navigate the 
economics of the sector.
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INTERACTIONS

The system consists of multi layered 
interaction scenarios between 
the informal food seller and the 
customer. The food seller navigates 
the system through physical beacon 
that is a wearable armband in case 
of a foot seller or a light stand in 
case of a food seller with a cart. 
The food buyer interacts with the 
system through an augmented 
reality based phone application that 
communicates with the physical 
beacons.

The wearable arm band for the food 
seller on foot communicates with 
the system server based on both 
tactile and gestural inputs. The 
seller is activated in the system by 
a simple push of the central dial 
through a unique ID for each seller 
. The armband uses GPS to sense 
the position of the seller and based 
on that immediately gets a prompt 
on the LED dial that functions as 
a digital compass. The outer dial 
based on general user demand glows 
towards directions of customer 
activity and highlights hot-spots 
where customers are requesting 
food pickup. The inner dial glows 
and points towards a direction only 
if a specific call for a food item is 
registered on the cloud server by 

a customer. The food seller is thus 
able to augment his/her daily spatial 
navigation based on a global and 
local demand of food items in the 
urban precinct. The LED display has 
distance based display properties, 
with the blink rate increasing in 
intensity in close proximity of the 
consumer. As soon as the consumer 
is within a five meter radius the outer 
dial starts doing a rotating display 
of LED lights and the central disk 
lights up acting as a beacon for the 
customer to go towards. Negotiations 
are made based on sellers profile and 
both unsuccessful and successful 
transactions are registered. This is 
accompanied by a customized voice 
call which is akin to the normative 
strategy employed by informal food 
vendors in Quito. The customer can 
make mobile payment directly to 
the wearable based on a GSM based 
mpay protocol. In case of a food 
seller with a stand the wearable is 
replaced by a physical light shaped 
beacon that performs in similar 
fashion. The transaction is closed 
with a tap on the central dial. The 
physical beacon (wearable/light 
stand) can be linked with the FOOD 
EQ smart phone application for 
access to added features with the 
device. These can also be accessed 

through a web interface allowing 
for customizing seller profiles and 
accessing information generated by 
users on the vendor.

This system not only leads to 
increased efficiencies of the informal 
food seller by providing information 
that leads to more earning in the 
workday but also makes the whole 
sector more accessible and seller 
friendly. It allows for first time users 
to easily navigate and spatially 
negotiate with the selling activity 
while lowering barriers to the usage 
of the technology through cost 
effective devices. Food sellers are also 
rated based on a two fold mechanism 
of crowd sourcing reviews from 
customers as well as displaying the 
status of the food seller with respect 
to the informal food seller quality 
policy of the region. 

On the food consumer end the 
FOODEQ phone application is the 
main interface for accessing and 
communicating with the platform. 
On login into the application the 
user profile and geospatial data is 
transmitted to the cloud server that 
register the user in the system. The 
application then displays active food 
vendors near the user and sorts their 
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information based on food type, 
distance from user and user ratings. 
The user can pick between different 
types of food products available near 
him/her and as soon as a choice is 
made the user is able to see nearby 
vendors of the particular food item in 
both satellite view and a first person 
based augmented reality view. Added 
information about other interested 
customers and sights of interest is 
also displayed. In the AR mode the 
user is able to navigate his/her urban 
environment based on virtual route 
markers, but at the same time pick 
up other cues which might be lost 
in a ‘map only’ mode. Based on the 
user choice the application suggests 

people nearby who are searching 
for similar food items who the user 
can interact with and indulge in 
casual conversations as is the socio 
cultural tradition in the region. The 
application in the AR mode also 
allows for animated information 
to be embedded throughout the 
Parque’s landscape making the 
experience of the site more engaging 
and entertaining. As a pilot initiative 
the numerous artworks ranging from 
sculptures, to wall murals and graffiti 
art at the site will be overlayed with 
augmented reality content accessed 
through simple QR codes to allow for 
virtual audio visual engagement with 
the artifacts by the user.  

The application being based in open 
source framework will also allow 
for digital artists to contribute AR 
content that can be embedded in 
artifacts on the site making it into an 
open air digital arts museum . For this 
initiative 3D scanned mesh objects of 
the artifacts will be made available to 
the larger digital arts community to 
map and base their artwork on. 

The application thus not only 
connects the user to informal food 
vendor but also enables a socio 
spatial discovery of the urban fabric 
using local food cultures as the 
instigator for these interactions.
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How users and vendors find each other. 
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The urban experience of the system is 
based on augmenting the landscape 
of Parque Bicentenario by embedding 
and making accessible, information 
about the informal food sector on the 
site and the precinct. The Parque is 
intended to act as a urban laboratory 
for the FOODEQ project in its pilot 
phase and will be scaled up at the 
larger city scale in the eventual 
phases of implementation. At the 
scale of the Parque it helps create 
an experience of a distributed pop 
up food ‘mercado’, drawing both 
local residents as well as tourists to 
the site. This system fits into Quito 
municipality’s larger vision of using 
the Parque Bicentenario as a urban 
test bed for ideas related to the new 
information society and knowledge 
economy. 

URBAN
INTERACTIONS

The system comprises of two main 
interaction interfaces - the beckon 
and the phone application. They are 
linked together on a platform over 
cloud server which will be accessible 
by either GPRS or WiFi based Internet 
access. Real time information about 
the registered devices in the system 
is processed and accessed over 
this platform. Based in the larger 
idea of ‘Internet of Things and 
People’ phenomena the platform is 
integrated with open source real-
time urban motoring and sensing 
API’s (for instance the ‘City Sense’ 
API developed as part of a European 
Union initiative on Smart Cities). 

A distributed pop up food market:

The system enables the site to act 
like a meta distributed pop up food 
market that blends functions of 
food apps (like Yelp) and on demand 
physical service apps (like Uber) in a 
augmented landscapes framework. 
The food buyers can request for food 
items nearby while navigating and 
discovering the urban fabric around 
them. This allows the food sellers to 
converge in areas with active food 
demand as well as move out of the 
regions towards isolated customers 
with specific food requests. It 
augments the food sellers idea of 
‘temporary spatialization’ by proving 
him/her more information as well as 
increasing visibility of the goods that 
they are selling. On the consumer end 
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the crowd sourced reviews and food 
safety information leads to more 
trust in the quality of the food items 
leading to increased consumption 
thus contributing to the growth of 
the critical informal sector of the 
economy. 

FOODEQ is envisioned in an effort 
to catalyze the urban presence of 
Parque Bicentenario, a void in the 
existing fabric of the city. Leveraging 
on the existing role of the site as a 
host to migrant economies, informal 
markets, recreational activities 
and thriving food cultures the 
project catalyzes urban action on 
the site by changing how residents 
perceive it both physically and 
symbolically. It enables innovative 
cultural production and a vibrant 
public sphere based in technological 

interventions while negotiating with 
the socioeconomic & psycho-cultural 
urban dynamics of a former urban 
wasteland.

Governmental agencies who are 
intended to be part promoters of 
the platform, in return get real 
time information on the unmapped 
informal food sector. This enables 
better understanding and analytics 
of socio - economic trends and data 
on topics like the demographics 
of the informal sector, consumer 
demand patterns, food quality 
standards, localized and global 
usage of urban-scapes based on the 
food consumption patterns. The 
data can be analyzed and mined 
for understanding transformations 
over daily, seasonal and annual 
time cycles. This data allows policy 

Left and Below: Urban public space heat maps 
based on data generated by the application.

makers and implementation agencies 
to better understand the informal 
sector in order to design and provide 
facilities and services to empower the 
people employed in the sector . 
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The usage of technology in the 
system is strategic and is grounded 
in making it accessible to largest 
amount of people, many of them 
with limited technological exposure. 
To promote adoption a strategy of 
offering incentives is employed. 
This ranges from offering legal 
and financial incentives to the 
informal food sellers combined with 
increasing access to the technology 
use through governmental subsidies 
coupled with capacity building 
in the usage and maintenance of 
the beacons. On the user end the 
rewards will be based on increasing 
contribution and feedback that leads 
to accumulation of ‘food points’ that 
can be used for making payments to 
the food sellers. 

The portable beacon has two 
variations - a wearable arm band 
and a light stand. As a wearable 
wrist band it is intended for solo 
food sellers on foot for geosensing, 
and graphical display of customer 
related information. It consists of 
GPS module to position the wrist 
in space relative to the XY global 
coordinates. This is combined with an 
accelerometer to interpolate exact 
positioning despite complex three 
dimensional movement of the device. 
It is based on an open source Arduino 
Lilypad microcontroller (a variation 
of the standard arduino board) 
developed by researchers at MIT 
and intended for compact wearable 
uses. The device interface consists 
of two LED based concentric dials 
that act as a compass and a central 
pushable glow button mounted on 
a breathable rubber strap. A central 
LCD display panel is built in for 
alphanumeric data that acts as a 
watch in the default mode. The device 
is powered by a coin cell battery 
which is a fairly common power 
source for electronic devices in the 
region and can be replaced easily. 
An integrated buzzer beeps custom 
tunes in proximity of the customer 
and when the deal is materialized. 
The body consists of an aluminum 
base capped with a translucent 
thermoformed PVC cover. 

Food sellers with a kart or a stand 
have the option of another variation 
of the beacon in the form of a light 
pod that can be mounted on existing 
food carts and comes built in with 
new food stands. This has a dual 
function of a LED lamp as well as a 
beacon. This too is based in a Arduino 
Lilypad based micro-controller and 
uses GPS for geo-localization. The 
interface consists of two LED bands 
displaying customer information 
and a central LED lamp that blinks 
in proximity of the customer. Both 
light and sound based technologies 
are embedded as with the arm band. 
This is powered by normal AA alkaline 
batteries for easy maintenance. 
 
Both the devices communicate 
over GPRS data or WiFi (dual band) 
networks and have slots for coupling 
them with GSM chips. The devices 
connect with the cloud server 
to transmit the geo-positioning 
information and for registering the 
vendor on the system . All content 
is stored in the cloud while some 
information processing happens 
locally (related to compass display 
interpolation). The units come with 
built in unique ids for tracking 
each device on the system. The 
cloud server is integrated with the 
‘Cityengine’ API to allow for making 
sense of the data at an urban scale. 
The vendor can link this device with 
the phone application or access other 
features through a web application 
allowing for customization of vendor 
information. The presence of the GSM 
chip also allows for mobile payments 
and transactions to be done over 
linked bank accounts. It is kept 
optional considering the relationship 
of the informal sector operants with 
formal banking systems. 

The phone application at the 
customer end is developed for 
both iOS and android platforms 
and connects to the cloud server to 
transmit GPS based geo-positioning 
information. The application 
interface allows for tracking of 
vendors in the urban precinct and 
accessing information related to 

them. Triggering the ‘food call’ 
for a specific food product on the 
application, leads to vendors getting 
a call on the secondary LED display 
nudging them toward the location 
of the call. All application users get 
mapped onto the system to give 
general information to the vendors 
on where the user crowds are. The 
phone application users on their 
end can choose between a map 
mode and an augmented reality 
mode. Both modes have an heads 
up display (HUD) giving them critical 
information about their location with 
respect to the food vendors and other 
sites on the site. The application 
uses the inbuilt GPS positioning 
and phone camera to overlay the 
augmented reality information over 
the video feed. 

Open Source Ecosystem: 
 
A key aspect of the system is the 
open source nature of its design. 
The platform API and most of the 
real time information generated 
is an open source resource made 
available to the larger community. 
The beacon hardware is also based 
on open source platforms and allows 
for customizations and additional 
sensors to be added to the dzevices. 
Reviews on vendors and sights 
are crowd-sourced. Users can also 
contribute to the augmented reality 
experience by developing digital 
artwork over the freely accessible 
3D data in line with the open air user 
contributed digital arts museum. 
Information statistics and analytics 
at the urban scale are visualized and 
made available to the larger public on 
the platforms website. 

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
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Concentric led rings

Lcd display

Push button

Coin cell battery

Lilypad accelerometer

Gps module

Lilypad arduino

Gsm module

Buzzer

Design of wearable beacon and the light beackon. 
Prototype components are shown below.
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DESCRIPTION

Quito is the capital city of Ecuador, 
situated in the linear Andean valley, 
resulting in a narrow north-south 
city form with sprawling buds. 
Yet Quito still has distinct centers 
of activity, both historical and 
modern. The historical center of 
Quito, a UNESCO world site, has 
preserved a rich heritage of public 
life. Burgeoning hives of creativity 
in La Floresta and beyond represent 
Quito’s potential as a new center 
of innovation. Thus, the critical 
question in connecting Quito’s urban 
fabric is how to promote exchange 
of people, resources, energy, and 
ideas efficiently between old and 
new centers of activity in its unique 
formal condition.

On the site of Quito’s former Old 
Mariscal Sucre International Airport, 
the Parque Bicentenario remains 
a green-paved void in the north, 
a site of great potential. The park, 
inaugurated in 2013, is massive in 
scale. The unique park preserves 
existing airport infrastructures such 
as terminal buildings and tarmac. 
Current uses of the park include 
general leisure activities such as 
biking, walking, sports competitions, 
and music festivals. 
The city of Quito has formed a 
municipal plan for a large business 
and entertainment complex serving 
thousands, including a convention 
center, exhibition and fairgrounds, 

and an arena for shows and 
events. The somewhat proximate 
Labrador station is a terminus and 
exchange point for the anticipated 
underground metro, expected to 
start operation in 2017. Despite these 
efforts, the site has much potential to 
be better integrated into the fabric of 
contemporary Quito. 
The critical issue is whether 
constructing new facilities will be 
enough to connect activities from 
existing centers of culture and 
business. The focus of the research 
is exploring ideas integrating 
connectivity within a framework of 
innovative spatial, mobility, legibility 
and identity:

1. Improve accessibility, legibility, 
and/or experiences for all potential 
site users circulating to/within site 
digitally, physically, or a combination 
of both. 
2. Establish a neighborhood identity 
of the site as a unique crossroads of 
cultural, economic, and education 
centers of the city.
3. Elevate the role of the site in 
broader civic life and expand the 
range of influence of the site to the 
whole of the city and beyond.
The pivotal concern of the project is 

to simultaneously connect, activate, 
and amplify the fantastic nature of 
the site, as well as Quito’s pre-existing 
rich history and kernels of innovation 
to the site and across the city. The 
projects also strive to be inclusive 
and legible to all residents to bring 
together the talents and energies 
of the city across class, professions, 
and age.

As it used to be an airport, the site is 
massive in scale and has a distinctive 
linear form. It is takes 40-50 minutes 
to walk through the entire site. It is 
safe to say that it is not a comfortable 
walking distance for most. Despite 
the painful experience walking across 
the site, the landscape is absolutely 
beautiful in a unique way. The linear, 
flat airport surrounded by mountains 
creates a unique, but spectacular 
horizon. The site is clear and open in 
contrast to its dense and compact 
urban context on the surrounding 
mountains. The contrast also comes 
from the horizontality of the site, 
producing infinite view for the visitor, 
to the verticality of the surrounding 
urban fabric, acting like a huge screen 
representing the historical culture 
and public life of the city.

Dynamic social spaces
Self-driving cars.

Right: site map with self-driving car system.
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68 PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

Instead of circulating people along 
the site, another crucial concern 
is connectivity. The problem 
can be identified as designing a 
system design, which activate and 
amplify the natural and historical 
environment by connecting people 
either through a physical or/and 
digital way. In a way, the pivotal 
concern of connectivity forced me 
to look at the self-driving system 
not as self-driving cars, but as self-
driving spaces, where people can be 
connected with each other.

Movable or changeable architecture 
has long been discussed from 
Constant’s New Babylon and 
Archigram in the 1960s, to the most 
recent works by MIT Self Assembly 
Lab’s so-called 4D Printing. The most 
crucial question is why architecture 
need to move. 

In this project, the micro self-driving 
system not only solve the problem 
of movability and accessibility as we 
discussed above, more importantly, 
the movement of individual units 
add a new dimension to the site: 
time. In a way, a changeful and 
dynamic environment is created 
by a new moving modular system. 
People are tightly connected in the 
new environment created by the 
movement of cars, and the different 
configuration of the cars.  
The different assembly of the cars 
forms different types of spaces 
for different activities and human 
interactions. As the cars are 
continuously moving and changing, 
miscellaneous programs are literally 
popping up at different location 
within the site. Basically, there are 
two types of cars in terms of program: 
taxi and pop-up shops, working 

together as one system.  
The self-driving taxis are programed 
to transport people within the site 
as they wish. The self-driving pop-up 
shops are programed for those who 
wish to start small business here, 
such as, coffee shops, clothing stores, 
and grocery stores or something like 
a small exhibition, show or concert. 
As a result, people are connected 
and associated with each other in 
a dynamic way. Among what you 
can except to see if you are in this 
self-driving park are a concert slowly 
moving along the middle of the 
runway with many following cars; 
small stores, such as coffee shops, 
bakers and cloth stores continuously 
popping up on the side of the road; 
and a business conference center 
emerging after a few cars quickly 
assembled together. 

Perspectives showing how people will get in the car.
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One of the biggest challenges is 
to design a system to help people 
moving along the site while enjoying 
the spectacular environment. Among 
all the possibilities, such as golf car 
and bicycle, self-driving cars holds a 
great potential for this site. It frees 
people from holding a steering wheel 
and staring at the front to enjoy the 

beautiful view. At the same time, the 
micro-self driving system provides 
people the freedom to move to 
wherever they want and access the 
site as they wish. Thus, this project 
envisions a micro-self driving system 
will circulate people within the site in 
a more enjoyable way.

Above: a women enjoying the fantastic nature  
of the park in a self driving park.
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70 As the new technology has been 
changing our live in a dramatic way, 
the way we interacting with building 
or any artifact is being changed. In 
a way, the design of function, form, 
program, circulation and space 
should be initially concerned with 
the interactions with people in the 
new digital era. As castles used to be 
designed with the intent to protect 
people from steel, today, architecture 
need to be designed for people who 
have a smartphone.

The personal interactions are the 
core of this self-driving system. How 
the system will actually work, and 
how people will interact with the 
system in a dynamic way are the two 
major questions for the development 
of the project.

Based on the functions previously 
noted, there are two types of self-
driving car in this system: taxi, and 
pop-up shops. The taxi is for people 
who need to move along the linear 
park, and the pop-up shop is for 
people who want to create a small, 
flexible and movable business within 
the park.

Personal Interactions for Taxi

There are two methods for people 
to get a taxi: by gesture recognition, 
or by an app on smart phones. 
The gesture recognition is for the 
immediate hop on. As showing 
from the graphic below, people will 
be able to hop on a taxi by using 
some specific gestures that can be 
recognized by the camera on the taxi. 
After getting in, people can choose 
their destination by the touch pad on 
the car.
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Finally, all the information will be 
sent from the app to the server. Based 
on the user’s information, the server 
will choose the most appropriate and 
efficient car for the user. Then, the 
user will make the final confirmation 
to reserve the car.

People can also reserve a taxi with 
an app on their smart phone. Firstly, 
as showing from the graphic, the 
app will located the user’s location 
through GPS. Next, through the 
interface of the app, the user will 
be able to see the cars that are 
available on the map. Additionally, 
they will also see how many spots are 
available for the nearby cars, as well 
as the arrival time of the cars.

Then, the user can choose a 
destination. At the same time, to help 
the user to decide the destination, 
the app will provide the location of 
different activities within the park, as 
well as the map showing all the pop-
up shops moving along the runway.
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We have discussed about how a 
person will interact with the new 
self-driving system. Now, it comes 
to the question how this system will 
actually connect people with each 
other in an urban scale.

People from different part of the city 
bring their own particular interests 
and unique skills to the park to 
start a variety of pop-up shops on 
the self-driving platform. In a way, 
the self-driving system is acting as 
new infrastructure to support the 
connections between people and 
people, or people and businesses 
in an extremely dynamic way. It 
is a physical platform that moves 
people within the park, as well as a 
digital platform that organizes all 
these connections. This a self-driving 
infrastructure, based on new digital 
technologies, such as, sensors, 
cameras, smart phones, makes 
it possible to organize all of the 
connections and interactions within 
one integrated platform.

The self-driving platform integrates 
“owners” and “customers” with 
each other. The differences between 
owners and customers become 
blurred. A customer can quickly 
become to an owner by simply use 
their smart phone to reserve a pop-up 
shops car. For instance, a person can 

quickly open a pop-up juice shop 
when a football game is almost 
finished. A pop-up shops owner can 
also be a customer easily since there 
are a lot shops moving on the runway, 
and the information is entirely 
available for them. For example, a 
juice shop owner is running out of 
apples. They can check the product 
information from the app to find a 
fruit shops, and tells their car to find 
the nearest one on their mobile juice 
shop’s circulation route.
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Finally, the app will show available 
and appropriately configured cars 
for the pop-up shops and a person 
can choose available times to open 
their shops. The system will then 
recommend to the user how the car 
may be configured for chosen shop 
types.

For the other scenario, people can 
also open their own self-driving pop-
up shops within the park through the 
app. The first thing people need to do 
is to choose what type of shop they 
want to open. 

Then, there are two options for 
the user to choose from, either 
circulating the along the runway 
or designating a specific point 
where the shop need to be located. 
The decision will be based on the 
combination of the user’s own 
preference, and the types of stores. 
For instance, a person may prefer to 
circulate around the park in order to 
provide dynamism for their business. 
Then, the system will suggest which 
types of stores are good choices for 
circulating. 
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DESCRIPTION
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APP: Pop-up Shops / Taxi

Self-Driving CarGesture: Taxi

Movability on Demand System

Quito

Server
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76 The development of the self-driving 
system is not limited within the site 
also. It would be very interesting 
to see how the self-driving car, as 
moving spaces, can be extend into 
the existing urban fabric, making use 
of the obsolete infrastructure, at the 
same time, developing a new type of 
dynamic urban social infrastructure. 
It will also be exciting to see how 
the this self-driving system, with its 
flexibility, will produce useful date 
from its operation within the city, 
and, at the same time, sense the 
changing data of urban information 
to inspire the new spaces of 
urbanism in the new digital era.

In the future, with further 
development of the system, the 
aggregation of the pop-up shops 
and the collaboration of the owners 
will be able to create much larger 
centers of activity. Imagine in the 
future a fantastic movable fashion 
show that can be organized by many 
clothing stores’ owners assembling 
their cars together. People will watch 
this fashion show while lying in the 
grass of this beautiful park. A moving 
farmers’ market can be formed 
once a week by local farmers as cars 
come together to display the various 
wares. People can have a picnic on 
lawn and buy their food from the 
moving market. A moving concert, 
created by a few musicians, will bring 
their music to the people who are 
enjoying their mobile farmers’ market 
provided picnics. 
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The many potential configurations with a fleet  
of vehicles.
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